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The Goldsmiths’ Company has supported excellence, craftsmanship,
community and skill in the goldsmiths’ community ever since it received
its first charter in 1327. That commitment is represented in the Company’s
fine Collection of mainly British contemporary and historic plate, modern
jewellery and art medals. Our ambitious plans to digitise the Collection will
eventually make it freely available online.
Despite the pandemic, we completed a remarkable series of commissions,
two from makers new to the Collection. Jessica Jue’s ‘Whispering Reeds’
beaker was made with mentoring from Angela Cork and Clive Burr which
allowed her to develop her design and making skills. Tamar De Vries
Winter’s exquisite cups dedicated to the unknown refugee build on Jewish
traditional travel cups as a meditation on separation, memory and loss.
Junko Mori’s superb sculpture, ‘Hope in Balance’ is emblematic of the
Covid-19 experience in inspiring us to think about the body’s immune
response to the virus.
It has also been a time of gifts. Associate Member Helen W. Drutt English
gave us a fine group of works in silver and gold by Breon O’Casey, in
memory of the artist. Marina Vaizey added an exquisite pair of O’Casey
earrings which were immediately worn by the Prime Warden, showing how
this artist’s work continues to resonate into the 21st century. Carole Devlin
presented a fascinating group of prototype ceremonial maces made for
universities by her late husband, Stuart Devlin, representing an important
facet of his early international work; to this she added Stuart Devlin’s
Court Cup, which he had designed and made for his own use in the Hall,
documenting his close association with the Company. Other gifts included
design drawings and prints relating to engraved silver in the Collection
from the maker, Malcolm Appleby; design drawings for Robert Organ’s
retirement gift, a silver tea bowl by Yusuke Yamamoto; and precious
design notebooks by Dorothy Hogg recording the genesis and making of
her jewellery over decades. Acquisitions ranged from pieces by Sheng
Zhang and Yen Duong, both new to the Collection, to a man’s superb lapel
pin by Fred Rich and Cara Murphy’s colourful bowl, a first for the Collection
from a Northern Irish silversmith.
I am grateful to Dr Frances Parton, Deputy Curator, for writing several
entries, signed F.P.
The report reveals how the Company’s pioneering support for
contemporary makers continues to inspire artistry and excellence in
precious metal as it moves towards its 700th anniversary in 2027.
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Gifts to the Collection

Standing figure, Breon O’Casey

Selection of jewellery and small
sculptural works, Breon O’Casey

c1995
Silver, marked BOC underfoot

Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.

Breon O’Casey (1928–2011)
was a jeweller, weaver, sculptor,
painter and printmaker who first
studied metalwork at Dartington
School with Naum Slutzky. He
worked as assistant to Barbara
Hepworth from 1961–63, who
always displayed in her studio a
pectoral cross he had made for
her. All his work has a deceptive
simplicity, with a rough-hewn
quality which the Irish sculptor,
Brian Fallon, calls “a sophisticated
primitivism”. His jewellery features
scoremarks, silver hollowforms
and hand-faceted beads as here. It
draws on a repertory of geometric
forms—leaves, birds, abstracted
human figures—which is close to
pre-Columbian or Neolithic art. His
work is immediately recognisable
in any medium. The sculptural
qualities of his jewellery led
directly to sculpture: he explained
how silver animals on brooches
“evolved into little silver animals
in their own right.” The simplified
bird in silver dates to the early
1990s, when, in the words of his
daughter Oona O’Casey Connell:
“he made a lot of bird brooches
and smaller silver birds...the
markings on it seem to fit that
time.” This bird led to a number
of variants in bronze, such as the
bronze he gave to Tate in 1997. The
silver figures started as jewellery
mounts and display stands, then
became maquettes for larger
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sculptures, sometimes with added
necklaces. The small silver figures
and bronze maquettes are rarer
than his jewellery, which still has a
considerable following.

Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.

This is therefore an incredibly
significant group for the artist,
which extends and complements
the important group of jewels
which we have from him in the
Collection, acquired by Graham
Hughes in 1972 when his work
was exhibited at Goldsmiths’ Hall.
It joins work designed by other
leading sculptors in the Collection,
such as Elizabeth Frink, Terry
Frost, Bernard Meadows and
Robert Adams.
The fact that the pieces have been
selected for us by O’Casey’s former
friend and gallerist in the USA,
Helen Drutt English, and that they
are offered in memory of the artist,
further adds to their importance
as gifts for the Collection. Helen
memorably described him as “an
artist—one whose creative pursuit
transcended media like the early
modernists he admired: Braque,
Picasso, Matisse and later Calder.”
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Gifts to the Collection

Bird brooch, Breon O’Casey

Bird sculpture, Breon O’Casey

c1988–89
Silver, marked BOC for artist

Early 1990s
Silver, marked BOC for artist

Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.

Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.

Rectangular brooch, Breon
O’Casey

Silver figure with necklace,
Breon O’Casey

c1988–89
Silver, marked BOC and inscribed by
artist on reverse

c1995
Silver

Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.
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Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.
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Gifts to the Collection

Bangle, Breon O’Casey
c 1990
Gold hallmark inside
Gift of Helen W. Drutt English in
memory of Breon O’Casey.

Pair of earrings, Breon O’Casey
Early 1980s
18 ct gold, not hallmarked, punched
with maker’s mark
Gift of Marina Vaizey through the
advocacy of Amanda Game.

Given by the distinguished art critic
and author, Marina Vaizey, the
earrings complement the group
of pieces by O’Casey recently
given by Helen W. Drutt English.
The subtle but simple earrings are
made from beaten gold triangles,
with stippled punched circles on
the front and the artist’s mark on
the back.
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They manage to combine a strong
pre-Columbian aesthetic with a
completely contemporary look.
Amanda Game comments: “I was
lucky enough to know Breon and
indeed work with him occasionally

in Edinburgh. He was such an
extraordinary and interesting
artist and of course a considerable
protégé of the Oxford Gallery
(where I first met him and whence
these pieces came); a Gallery which
did so much to support modern
jewellers and silversmiths in the
1970s and 1980s.”
The earrings have been much loved;
one earwire has been repaired by
Clive Burr and the earrings have
already been worn on several
occasions at the Hall by the Prime
Warden, Dame Lynne Brindley.
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Gifts to the Collection

Prototype maces and prototype
Mark of Distinction award,
Stuart Devlin
Late 1958–1968
Brass, silver- or gold-plated on
specially-made wooden stands
Gift of Carole Devlin.

This important group of prototype
maces by Stuart Devlin has been
generously presented by his widow.
Each is meticulously engineered
and skilfully made, with a custombuilt stand for presentation and
study. One is for a ceremonial mace
for the University of Melbourne; a
photograph of Devlin holding the
completed piece (below) shows
its huge scale. Other prototypes
are for ceremonial maces for the
University of the Pacific and for the
University of La Trobe in Australia,
while another—a commission from
the Goldsmiths’ Company—is for
the Bath University of Technology
to mark the installation of its
new Chancellor, Lord Hinton of
Bankside. Devlin commented of
the Bath design: “The mace was
originally a tribal weapon of war
and I have tried to lend this one
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Stuart Devlin holding the completed
ceremonial mace for the University of
Melbourne, photograph courtesy of
Carole Devlin
Stuart Devlin’s drawings for the mace

historical accuracy in the form of
a viciously spiked head.” The Bath
mace joins the design drawings
for the commission in our Archive.
The earliest of the prototypes
relates to a mace which Devlin
submitted to a design competition
for the Furniture Makers in 1958
while he was still a student at the
RCA. His bid was unsuccessful,
making the group a fascinating
document for his early career.
Important too is the prototype
for the Mark of Distinction Award
commissioned by the Ford Motor

Company in 1968. The genesis
of the sculpture is recorded in a
Pathé promotional film made in
that year, showing Devlin at work
on the piece and ending with the
finished sculpture.
The prototype group is described
and illustrated in Carole Devlin’s
book on her husband’s work,
adding to its significance
within the Company’s working
collection which is used for
teaching the next generation of
makers, our apprentices at the
Goldsmiths’ Centre.
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Gifts to the Collection

Prototype maces and prototype
Mark of Distinction award,
Stuart Devlin
Late 1958–1968
Brass, silver- or gold-plated
Gift of Carole Devlin.

The Devlin Cup, Stuart Devlin
1987
925 sterling silver, parcel-gilt
Gift of Carole Devlin.

Devlin’s Court Cup is a modest
piece, fit for purpose and beautifully
balanced in the hand. It has a plain
silver bowl, engraved on one side
with his arms and motto, and on
the other with the arms and motto
of the Company. The stem has his
signature gilded texture. It is one
of the most distinguished Court
Cups made by a maker for their
own use at Goldsmiths’ Hall as a
document for his relationship with
the Company.
Devlin was a pioneering designer
and craftsman of great creativity in
several fields, as well as an inspiring
teacher. He had a long association
with the Goldsmiths’ Company,
joining the Court of Assistants in
1986 and serving as Prime Warden
in 1996–7. He was keen to promote
the Company’s role in education,
focusing on creativity and skill.
He was one of the driving forces
behind the concept of a centre of
creativity in Clerkenwell and played
a key part in the establishment
of the Goldsmiths’ Centre, which
opened in 2012. The Cup was
presented by Devlin’s widow who
has agreed that it should be known
as The Devlin Cup and that it should
be used by the Prime Warden’s
Consort at Livery Dinners and other
appropriate events at the Hall.
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HRH Princes Margaret admiring the Bath
mace prototype alongside Stuart Devlin,
photograph courtesy of Carole Devlin
Stuart Devlin’s drawings for the mace
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Gifts to the Collection

Print from and designs for
objects in the Collection by
Malcolm Appleby
Gift of the maker to the Goldsmiths’
Company Archive.

From a large portfolio of drawings
and limited edition prints which the
artist has recently presented to the
Company Archive, many of which
relate to pieces made by the artist
in the Collection.
Caricature-like drawings of the
leopard head mark of the London
Assay Office as it changed over
the centuries are studies for the
engraved roundels on the Assay
Office Bowl commemorating its
500th anniversary.
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Design drawing by Malcolm Appleby for the
Assay Office 500th Anniversary Bowl, 1978

One drawing is for the virtuoso
engraving at the heart of the
‘Silver Spangled Hamburg’
charger, commissioned by
the Company in 1992. That is
accompanied by a limited-edition
print made from the flat engraved
silver before it was raised into the
finished bowl.

Design drawing by Malcolm Appleby for the
‘Silver Spangled Hamburg’ charger, 1992
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Gifts to the Collection

Notebooks, Dorothy Hogg
1994 to 2002
Gift of the maker to the Goldsmiths’
Company Archive.

Dorothy Hogg has generously
donated five sketchbooks to the
Goldsmiths’ Company Archive.
Each spiral bound notebook records
her ideas, jewellery designs and
working reflections over the course
of several months, and each has
been carefully selected by Hogg as
containing material relevant to the
development of particular pieces
of hers in the Company Collection.
There are two notebooks covering
the first half of 1994 which are filled
with variations on the design of
her ‘Spirit Level’ brooch, and the
musical ‘Bangle with 100 Rings’. The
evolution of the ‘Zig Zag Dispersal
Neckpiece’, which Hogg wore
when presented with her MBE, can
be traced through the pages of a
notebook from 2000, and the final
notebook, recording pieces made
for an exhibition at the Scottish
Gallery in 2002, includes a sketch of
the ‘Gold-Tipped’ brooch.
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The pages of the notebooks
are crammed with pencil and
biro drawings, ranging from
quick sketches of rough ideas to
beautifully rendered depictions of
completed jewels, real or imaginary.
There are technical details of
catches, together with notes on
which method or material worked
best and how long a particular
element took to produce. The
breadth of Hogg’s design inspiration
is evident in the images pasted
or sketched into the notebooks,

ranging from succulent plants to a
De Havilland plane, a Viking sword
hilt to an African thumb piano.
Representative pieces of wire are
sellotaped onto the pages, together
with an Autumn leaf, a safety pin
with other pins hanging from it in
the style of a ‘Spirit Level’ brooch,
and a moving letter from Leslie
Auld, who taught Hogg when she
was a student at Glasgow School of
Art. There are occasional enigmatic
observations, which, for those who
are familiar with Hogg’s precise,
lyrical, dynamic work, resonate with
meaning: ‘Bodies are not still, it is
good to make use of this.’
The sketchbooks are of immense
value to the Company, offering the
privilege of a first-hand view of a
consummate maker and teacher
working out her thoughts on paper.
F. P.

Two pages from Dorothy Hogg’s notebooks
in the Goldsmiths’ Company Archive.
‘Spirit Level’ brooch, 1993–94
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Gifts to the Collection

Martin Dru Drury’s Court
Cup, early design and
correspondence,
Michael Lloyd
1996
Britannia silver, parcel-gilt
Gift of Martin Dru Drury.

The Cup is accompanied by
correspondence between the
donor, as patron, and the maker,
Michael Lloyd, which includes a
drawing showing an earlier stage
in the design as a footed cup. The
finished beaker is hand-raised and
delicately fluted, chased around
the body with a design of acorns
and oak leaves with gold highlights.
It was commissioned when Dru
Drury was Director General of the
National Trust—hence the oak
leaf emblem—and was new to
the Court of Assistants. It marks
the beginning of Dru Drury’s
creative partnership with Michael
Lloyd which led to a series of fine
commissions for the Company.
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Since 2018 Court Cups come
automatically into the Collection,
whereas those made before that
date can stay with the patron if they
so choose. This pre-2018 Cup is
therefore a particularly welcome
gift from the former Chairman of
the Contemporary Craft Committee
who continues to do so much
to support living makers and to
develop the Collection.

Michael Lloyd, design drawing for an earlier
version of Martin Dru Drury’s Court Cup
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Commissions

Pair of Travel Cups, Dedicated to
the Unknown Refugee,
Tamar De Vries Winter
2021
925 sterling silver, enamel

Ideas of place, heritage and
memory are integral to the work of
silversmith Tamar De Vries Winter.
Born in Jerusalem to a European
immigrant family, she trained and
works in the UK. The Company
commissioned her to make a pair
of interconnecting vessels, which
used her signature technique of
printed enamel transfers to tell a
story relevant to contemporary
society. In response, she produced
an elegant and enigmatic pair
of sterling silver vessels, Jewish
ritual travel cups, with a collage
of photographic images of trees
fused to the enamel surface. Each
is made up of three interconnecting
cones which fit together to form
a cup and pack away one inside
each other for travel or storage.
These evocative and powerful
objects speak of separation and
reunion, and a universal longing for
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‘home’. De Vries Winter began by
making paper designs for the cups,
followed by spun brass models.
The six silver cones were spun by
Stephen Coe, and a recess for the
enamel inset with a lathe. A first
layer of transparent enamel was
fired onto the surface, followed by
the collage of enamel transfers,
made by David Fortune from her
own photographs of oak, ash, olive
and apple trees, before further
layers of transparent enamel were
applied to level the surface. The
enamel sections were polished by
Graham Mortimer Hamilton; the
silver sections by Reg Elliot.
Although the Cups were
commissioned before the current
pandemic, their narrative of loss
and separation speaks to the times
in which they were made.

“Travel Cups are traditional Jewish
ceremonial objects, created for
people on the move who need
to perform specific rituals. I was
inspired to relate this custom to
stories of the contemporary refugee
by creating a pair of vessels…
Inspired bythe iconic symbol
of the olive tree (Jerusalem, my
birthplace) and the apple tree (my
garden in Cambridge, my current

home), images of the natural world,
especially trees, weave throughout
much of my work. These two cups
represent a dialogical relationship
between people who have been
separated, forever on a quest to
find each other, enamelled with
images of trees referring to a
sense of natural shelter, place and
belonging.”
F. P.
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Commissions

‘Hope in Balance’ with drawings
Junko Mori
2021
925 sterling silver, patinated bronze

Junko Mori’s sculpture represents
a completely new departure
for the Goldsmiths’ Company’s
commissioning programme. In
November 2020 we asked her
through Adrian Sassoon to make a
piece which would be emblematic of
the Covid -19 experience. The result
is something deeply considered
and thoughtful; completely new in
concept while being absolutely her
own in terms of aesthetic, approach
and making. She worked quickly to
design and make a positive piece,
hence its name, ‘Hope in Balance’,
which would “shift the viewer’s
attention away from the fearful
image of the viral enemy towards
our strong immune system.”
The piece is constructed in three
interlocking elements: a central
lost wax cast in bronze to signify
the spherical virus itself, which is
patinated black; this is the core
of a small precious sculpture
with a two-part outer element in
sterling silver. She had a discussion
during lockdown on Zoom with
the immunologist Dr Saba
Alzabin which helped to shape her
understanding and inspiration.
Central to the concept is the void
at the very centre which represents
the way in which our antibodies
prevent the virus attaching to
the body and eventually make it
disappear, hence the viral element
in the centre represented as a
hollowed out sphere in bronze.
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Then she constructed a large
assembly of Y-shaped antibodies,
inspired by microscopic images,
which she hand built in wax. Each
component is slightly different,
like leaves on a tree, and they have
been cast in silver and soldered
together to create two structures.
The outer structure opens in half;
spikes of the outer element lock
into the inner as antibodies do to
the virus in our bodies. So a cloud
of silver antibodies floats around
the core, offering different views
from each angle. It is a marvellous
work of sculpture which has a very
serious purpose, as Mori explains:
“The more we learn about our
immune system, the more we
know how to enhance this magical
gift we have been given by nature.
I hope this work inspires people
to learn more about our inner
cosmos”.
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Commissions

‘Hope in Balance’ with drawings
Junko Mori
2021
925 sterling silver, patinated bronze
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Junko Mori, design drawings and concept
for ‘Hope in Balance’ seen in separate
drawings to be layered on top of each other

Junko Mori, design drawings and concept
for ‘Hope in Balance’ seen combined in
layers here
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Commissions

‘Whispering Reeds’ beaker,
Jessica Jue
2021
925 sterling silver and 24ct gold

Jessica Jue was commissioned to
make a beaker for the Company
Collection after her silver ‘Brush
Stroke’ beaker, decorated with gold
as though painted with a brush,
was greatly admired at the 2020
digital Goldsmiths’ Fair.
The ‘Whispering Reeds’ beaker
began as a 2mm thick disc of
sterling silver, which Jue peened
with a hammer to create a heavier
base before hand-raising it into a
beautifully plump beaker form. She
then planished the surface before
texturing it with a hammer, and
repeatedly annealing and pickling
it to achieve the serene white
pickled finish. Finally, she applied
the strands of 24 carat gold one
by one, using the ancient Korean
technique of Keum-Boo, whereby
the gold is fused to the silver
surface using heat.
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Design drawing by Jessica Jue

The pleasing, tactile form of
the completed beaker, with its
delicately flared lip, is not only
extremely satisfying to hold
and drink from; it was carefully
designed to provide an undulating
silver surface for the gold to flow
over, as Jue describes:
“‘Whispering Reeds’ beaker was
inspired by the fluid movements
of flowing reeds in the wind. The
reeds were applied in a painterly
way, using the ancient Korean gold
fusing technique of Keum-Boo.
This is a very fluid and intuitive
technique which is built up
gradually. It’s a process similar to
painting where the brush strokes
develop a natural way of taking
you towards the final design.”
F. P.
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Purchases

‘Pearl Tie’ necklace,
Yen Duong (Yen Jewellery)
2019
Pearl, 9ct gold
Purchased for the City Collection, 2021

The necklace is the third jewel to
be added to the Company’s City
Collection, in which each piece is
chosen in consultation with the
spouse/partner of the incoming
Lord Mayor of London, to wear
during their spouse’s/partner’s
year of office. Amanda Keaveney,
Lady Mayoress Designate, chose
this necklace with her husband
and the Company’s Curator at
the Goldsmiths’ Fair 2021. It is
feminine, flowing and flattering;
something which is easy to wear
both formally and informally.
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Yen Duong, whose work is new
to the Collection, is a jeweller of
Vietnamese heritage who grew
up in Wales and studied at the
School of Art, Architecture and
Design at London Metropolitan
University. Her work is always
intricate and precise, built up from
tiny molecules into pieces with
plenty of movement which drape
on the body when worn. We hope
that the necklace will advertise
the excellence of contemporary
jewellery-making in London
wherever the Lady Mayoress goes.
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Purchases

‘Spirograph’ brooch,
Sarah Stafford
2020
Oxidised 925 sterling silver, 18ct gold

Sarah Stafford’s work is a
fascinating fusion of digital design
and painstaking handwork, of
industrial and artisan techniques.
Her gold and diamond ‘Signature’
ring, purchased from the 2019
Goldsmiths’ Fair, was 3D printed
in wax, cast in gold and finished
by hand, and has a controlled and
sophisticated beauty.
Her ‘Spirograph’ brooch, by
comparison, is entirely handmade
and has a delicate organic,
unfettered feel. It is a work of
painstaking precision, constructed
from tiny sections of hand-cut
silver tube and 18ct yellow gold
wire, joined by 484 solder seams.
The surface is oxidised to contrast
with the warmth of the delicate 18ct
gold roundels, but others in the
‘Spirograph’ series have been given
an industrial powder-coated finish.
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Stafford’s making process is one
of gradual accretion and slow
spontaneity, and the results are
exquisite.
“Meticulous construction is always
my favourite way of working;
it’s labour intensive and often
rather monotonous, but the idea
of ‘immediate creation’ really
appeals to me; the bringing into
being of something that didn’t
previously exist. You might think
it’s all about the geometry but
pieces are organic creations; they
are made from tiny, sometimes
insignificant, building blocks
that come together to make
structure and pattern. Rarely are
pieces planned and many will get
discarded as they don’t result in
the balanced patterns that I’m
hoping to achieve.”
F. P.

‘Curved Curves’ brooch,
Sheng Zhang
2019
Textured 925 sterling silver

This bold triangular brooch is from
Sheng Zhang’s ‘Curved Curves’
series, which features geometric
brooches in three finishes; textured
gold, oxidised silver and, as here,
textured silver. The brooches are
made in four geometric shapes, a
circle, a rectangle, a square and a
triangle. The pin is invisible when
they are worn, drawing the eye to
the space enclosed by their outline
and creating a sense of expectation.
Their forms are soft, with rounded
rather than angular corners and
edges. Combined with their matt
surfaces, this gives a feeling of
warmth and generosity to these
uncompromising and deceptively
simple jewels.

The triangular brooch selected for
the Company Collection is part
of a growing body of jewellery
increasingly selected for wear at
Company events by men as well as
women. Sheng, who is a silversmith
as well as a jeweller, trained at the
China University of Geosciences in
Wuhan, the Birmingham School of
Jewellery and Edinburgh College
of Art. He is a part-time lecturer
at Staffordshire University, and
is currently Artist in Residence
at Glasgow School of Art. This is
his first piece in the Goldsmiths’
Company Collection.
F. P.
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Purchases

‘Dark Crimson Underwing Moth’
pin, Fred Rich
2021
Britannia silver, 18ct gold, 22ct gold,
enamel

Fred Rich’s ‘Dark Crimson
Underwing Moth’ pin is from a
series of pins based on detailed
watercolour drawings. The
pins have been carved before
enamelling to capture the signature
hairy veiny look of a moth’s wings.
The enamel itself uses a cloisonné
technique, which Rich calls micro
cloisonné and which uses 22ct
gold wire only 0.05mm thick. This
is difficult to control, but it enables
very fine patterns to be embedded
in the enamel. Rich also gave us the
original watercolour design.
His work is well represented in
the Collection as a world class
enameller, particularly in basse
taille, but these pins are a new
departure. He comments: “I’ve
never shied away from designing
jewellery for men and I’ve always
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Fred Rich, watercolour design drawing for
‘Dark Crimson Underwing Moth’ pin, 2021

felt that ‘jacket jewellery’ has a
lot of potential for innovation and
display...These moth pins are
designed to be worn by either men
or women with the intention that
they look as if they have just landed
on you and want to show off their
unique, understated beauty. There
are so many different kinds of moth
to draw inspiration from and I’ve
made every effort to copy nature
as much as I can, while still using a
kind of ‘design shorthand’, to create
a naturalistic and believable look.”
The pin is heavy to keep it flat when
worn, it has a yellow threaded pin
onto which the backplate screws.
The counter enamel on the back of
the pin matches the backplate to
make an attractive feature when the
lapel is lifted.
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Purchases

‘Petrified Lake’ ring, designed by
Björn Weckström
Designed in 1971, made in 2021, from
a limited edition of 85 from Kalevala,
Finland
Sterling silver with acrylic injected
with bubbles

Designed by the jeweller, sculptor
and glass designer, Björn
Weckström, for the Helsinki firm of
Lapponia in 1971, the ring was an
early experiment in futurist Space
Age sculpture for wear. It was was
made famous by Yoko Ono when
she wore her ring (given to her by
John Lennon) on the Dick Cavett
television show in 1975. Inspired by
frozen Finnish lakes, the fusion of
clear acrylic with matte textured
silver was entirely new. The inner
silver element in the transparent
sphere is subtly injected by hand
with blue and green bubbles, so
that no two rings are the same.
The asymmetrical triform mount
provides the perfect contrast.

‘Oval Lace’ ring,
Jo Hayes Ward
2013
18ct gold
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This impressive ring was chosen as
a new acquisition for the Collection
following on from the exhibition
Rings: A World of Invention for
Goldsmiths’ Fair 2021. It has a
striking geological form made
up from repeated elements of
faceted gold blocks. Hayes Ward’s
digital designs are 3D printed in
wax before being cast in gold and
meticulously hand-finished in her
studio. She likes to blend machine
marks into the subtle texture of the
pieces she makes, which have a
discreet, mesmerising shine as light
plays over them.
She works sustainably, using only

100% recycled or FairTrade metal.
This ring joins three of her pieces
in the Collection—two brooches
and a bangle—going back to her
student days at the Royal College of
Art, showing how the Company has
long supported her work through
purchases and a commission. All
her jewellery has a completely
contemporary aesthetic while
sharing an affinity with the best
textured gold from the 1960s,
making this a particularly suitable
acquisition in the year in which
the Company celebrates 60 years
since the founding of the Modern
Jewellery Collection.

The ring is one of a series of classics
designed by this maker including
the ‘Planetoid Valleys’ necklace
worn by Princess Leia in the 1977
film epic, Star Wars. Weckström
recalls the impact of the invitation
from Graham Hughes to take part
in the 1961 International Exhibition
of Modern Jewellery at Goldsmiths’
Hall; one of his geometric rings was
acquired for the Collection. The
experience gave him the courage
to return to Finland and ‘break all
the rules’: this ring, from a limited
edition of 85, celebrates that
liberation which was to have such
an impact on the international New
Jewellery movement.
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Purchases

‘Blue Bubble’ bowl,
Cara Murphy
2020
925 sterling silver, blue enamel

Cara Murphy uses traditional
silversmithing techniques to
create silver sculptures which sing
with colour. She uses basse taille
enamel expressively, so that marks
made with a burr in the underlying
silver are heightened by refraction
through transparent enamel so
as to look like bubbles surfacing.
‘Blue Bubble’ bowl is a particularly
successful combination of texture
and colour; it also stands out as
the largest bowl she has made to
date, which only just fitted into
her kiln. Born into a metalworking
dynasty in Northern Ireland (her
father is a silversmith, her mother
an enameller and printmaker),
Murphy studied at Glasgow School
of Art and the Royal College in
London before returning to Belfast
in 1994.

She works largely to commission.
Her pieces are to be found in many
public and private collections in
Britain and Ireland, but she is new
to the Company Collection and is
the first Northern Irish silversmith
to be so represented.
Acquired from Adrian Sassoon.

She creates what she calls ‘a
landscape for the table’ in a series
of enamelled bowls of different
sizes and colours, always inspired
by the natural environment of
County Down and County Donegal.
She started taking her bowls into
the landscape for photography;
more recently she has begun to
work silver in the landscape itself.
Murphy is a selected member of
Contemporary British Silversmiths
and is part of the Design & Craft
Council Ireland’s Portfolio Critical
Selection.
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Photography of silver bowls in the Irish
landscape by Cara Murphy
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Prime Warden’s Commission
FOR THE DOMESTIC COLLECTION
Candelabra, L.J. Millington
2021
925 sterling silver

Twenty-one five-light candelabrum
in an ‘antique’ style were
commissioned by the former
Prime Warden Michael Prideaux
from commercial Birmingham
silversmith L.J. Millington, for use
at non-Company events in the Hall.
The handsome candelabra are
based on a standard type widely
produced in England around 1790
to 1810.
They are part of the Company’s
collection of Domestic Plate
and have already been used
and admired at several events.
Steven Millington of L.J. Millington
expressed great pride on his own
and his father’s account that the
candelabra, with their hallmark, will
be lighting the tables at Goldsmiths’
Hall for many years to come.
F. P.
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Non-Company Commission

Tea bowl to commemorate the
retirement of Robert Organ as
Deputy Warden of the Assay
Office, Yusuke Yamamoto
2021
Britannia silver, 24ct gold

When Dr Robert Organ retired as
Deputy Warden of the Assay Office,
Yusuke Yamamoto was chosen as
the silversmith to make his leaving
present. The choice was partly
based on the fact that Robert Organ
is Welsh—Yamamoto lives in North
Wales—while his wife is Japanese.
The concept of a Japanese tea bowl,
a ceramic form rendered in chased
silver, was also prompted by the
work of Robert Organ’s father as an
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artist and sculptor who specialised
in deconstructed ceramic cups
and bowls. Yamamoto’s exquisite
drawings show the chased designs
highlighted with Nunome gold inlay.
The bowl was presented to Dr
Organ in November 2021. We are
grateful to Yamamoto for his gift of
the design drawings as a record of
this very special commission.

Design drawings for the tea bowl by Yusuke
Yamamoto, the Goldsmiths’ Company Collection
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